Past researches on sensor network routing have been focused on efficiency and effectiveness of data dissemination. Few of them consider security issues during the design time of routing protocols. Security is very important for many sensor network applications. Studies and experiences have shown that considering security during design time is the best way to provide security for sensor network routing. In this paper, we propose an efficient key management scheme and a novel secure routing protocol-Secure cell relay (SCR) for sensor networks. We also present an effective key setup scheme for sensor nodes deployed in the later stage. We analyze the security of SCR under various attacks and show that SCR is very effective in defending against several sophisticated attacks, including selective forwarding, sinkhole, wormhole, Sybil, hello flooding, and clone attacks. SCR is an energyefficient routing protocol with acceptable security overhead. Our simulations demonstrate that with all the security primitives, SCR still has lower energy consumption and higher delivery ratio than a popular routing protocoldirected diffusion.
Introduction
Sensor networks have many application areas such as military, homeland security, environment, agriculture, manufacturing, and so on. Many routing protocols have been proposed for sensor networks, such as directed diffusion [1] , two tier data dissemination (TTDD) [2] , Mesh [7] , LEACH [24] etc. However, most of these routing protocols did not consider security issues during the protocol design time. One can envision the deployment of large-scale sensor networks in the future where hundreds to thousands of small sensors form self-organizing wireless networks, and many sensor networks need security. However, providing security in sensor networks is not easy. Compared with conventional desktop computers, severe challenges exist since sensor nodes have limited processing capability, storage, bandwidth, and energy. Despite the challenges, security is important and even critical for many sensor network applications, such as military and homeland security.
Several recent works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] have addressed security problems in sensor networks. However, most works consider routing protocols and security schemes (like key management, authentication) in sensor networks separately. Few works consider security issues during the design time of a routing protocol. Since most existing routing protocols have not been designed with security as a goal, it is unsurprising that they are vulnerable to many attacks. However, this is non-trivial to fix the problem since it is unlikely that a sensor network routing protocol can be made secure by incorporating security mechanisms after the design has completed [3] . We believe that sensor network routing protocols must be designed with security in mind, and this is the only effective solution for secure routing in sensor networks.
In this paper, we present a novel secure routing protocol for sensor networks-secure cell relay (SCR) routing protocol. The main differences between SCR and other sensor network security protocols [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] are listed as follows.
(1) We use a three-way handshake protocol to establish neighborhood relationship between sensors, which can defend against Hello flood attack. (2) We consider security issue during the protocol design of SCR. Several security features are incorporated in SCR to defend various attacks. Details are given in Section 3. (3) We design an efficient key setup scheme for sensor nodes deployed after initialization phase. The detailed discussion of related works is given in Section 6.
Furthermore, SCR is an energy-efficient routing protocol. In SCR, the entire routing area is divided into several small, equal-size squares-cells. All these cells form a grid in the network, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The grid structure is fixed even though the target or base station may move around.
In TTDD [2] , Ye et al. also use grid structure to aid routing. However, the grid structure in TTDD is not fixed, and it depends on the locations of the source nodes. The idea of using grid also appears in GRID [6] , a routing protocol designed for mobile ad hoc networks. There are several differences between SCR and GRID: (1) route discovery is needed in GRID to find a route between a source-destination pair. In SCR, once source knows the location of base station, no route discovery is needed. (2) In GRID, a gateway node is elected in each cell and used to forward packets. A gateway election algorithm is needed to elect and maintain gateway nodes, and it introduces significant overhead. SCR does not use gateway nodes.
The SCR routing protocol is essentially a clustering-based algorithm. Several clustering-based routing protocols have been proposed for sensor networks, like LEACH [24] , TTDD [2] etc. There are major differences between SCR and other clustering-based protocols. In SCR, nodes form cluster (cell) based on their locations. We utilize the fact that nodes in most sensor networks are location aware. While other clustering-based protocols use different schemes to form and manage clusters, and these schemes introduce non-trivial overhead. Another difference is that SCR does not need to elect cluster heads. In SCR, an active node becomes a relay node based on its remaining energy and a back-off algorithm. While other clustering-based routing protocols need algorithms to elect and maintain cluster heads. Furthermore, an important difference between SCR and the above routing protocols is that SCR provides secure routing and can defend against various attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe system assumptions and attacks on routing. SCR is proposed in Section 3. We analyze the security features of SCR in Section 4. Routing performance is evaluated in Section 5. Related work is summarized in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7. X. DU ET AL.
System Assumptions and Attacks on Routing
In this section, we describe the system assumptions for the design of the SCR routing protocol. We consider a sensor network composed of a large number of small sensors. Due to cost constraints these sensors are not equipped with tamper-resistant hardware. We assume that if an adversary compromises a node, she can extract all key material, data, and code stored on that node. We design SCR routing protocol based on the following assumptions: (1) each sensor is static and aware of its own location. Sensor nodes can use location services such as References [22, 23] to estimate their locations, and no GPS receiver is required at each node; (2) base stations are trusted. Since a base station is the gateway for the nodes to communicate with the outside world, compromising the base station could render the entire sensor network useless. Thus we assume that the base stations are trusted.
The network is installed with a grid. An example of the grid structure with 16 cells is shown in Figure 1 . Assume that the transmission range of a sensor node is R, and the side length of each cell can be set as
Þ. This value of a ensures that each sensor can directly communicate with sensors in neighbor cells, including the diagonal neighbor cell. Each cell has a unique id (e.g., the number in Figure 1 ). Given the position of a reference point (e.g., point O in Figure 1 ) in the grid and a direction (e.g., the X-axis in Figure 1 ), each node can determine the cell in which it locates, based on its own location and the cell size. The reference point and the direction are pre-stored in each sensor node.
Many sensor network routing protocols are quite simple, and for this reason are susceptible to several kinds of attacks. Attacks on sensor networks have been discussed in several papers [3, [12] [13] [14] . Most network layer attacks against sensor networks fall into one of the following categories: manipulating routing information; selective forwarding; Sybil [16] ; sinkhole; wormhole [15] ; and Hello flooding (unidirectional) attacks [3] . We briefly describe those attacks on sensor networks as follows.
Manipulating Routing Information
The most direct attack against a routing protocol is to target the routing information exchanged among nodes. By spoofing, altering, or replaying routing information, adversaries may be able to create routing loops, attract or repel network traffic, extend or shorten source routes, generate false error messages, partition the network, increase end-to-end latency etc.
Selective Forwarding Attack
Many sensor network routing protocols are based on the assumption that participating nodes will faithfully forward received packets. In a selective forwarding attack, compromised or malicious nodes may selectively forward some of packets while dropping others. An adversary interested in suppressing or modifying packets originated from some selected nodes can reliably forward the remaining traffic and limit suspicion of her misbehaviors. Selective forwarding attacks are typically most effective when the attacker is explicitly included on the path of a data flow.
The Sybil Attack
In a Sybil attack [16] , a single node presents multiple identities to other nodes in the network. The Sybil attack can significantly reduce the effectiveness of fault-tolerant schemes such as distributed storage, multi-path routing, and topology maintenance. Storage partitions or multi-path routes believed to be using disjoint nodes could actually be using a single adversary presenting multiple identities. Sybil attacks also pose a significant threat to geographic routing protocols. Location-aware routing often requires nodes to exchange coordinate information with their neighbors to efficiently route geographically addressed packets. It is only reasonable to expect a node to accept a single set of coordinates from each of its neighbors, but by using the Sybil attack, an adversary can 'be in more than one place at once.'
Sinkhole Attack
In a sinkhole attack, the adversary's goal is to lure nearly all the traffic from a particular area through a compromised node, creating a metaphorical sinkhole with the adversary at the center. Sinkhole attacks can enable many other attacks such as selective forwarding. Sinkhole attacks typically work by making a compromised node look especially attractive to surrounding nodes with respect to the routing algorithm. For instance, an adversary could spoof or replay an advertisement for an extremely high-quality route to a base station. Some protocols might actually try to verify the quality of route with end-to-end acknowledgements containing reliability or latency information. In this case, a laptop-class adversary with a powerful transmitter can actually provide a high-quality route by transmitting with enough power to reach the base station in a single hop. Due to either the real or imagined high-quality route through the compromised node, it is likely each neighboring node of the adversary will forward packets destined for a base station through the adversary, and also propagate the attractiveness of the route to its neighbors.
Wormhole Attack
In the wormhole attack [15] , an adversary tunnels messages received in one part of the network over a low-latency link and replays them in a different part. Wormhole attacks usually involve two distant malicious nodes colluding to understate their distance from each other by relaying packets along an out-ofbound channel available only to the attacker. An adversary situated close to a base station may be able to completely disrupt routing by creating a well-placed wormhole. An adversary could convince nodes who would normally be multiple hops from a base station that they are only one or two hops away via the wormhole. Wormhole attacks would likely be used in combination with selective forwarding or eavesdropping. Detection is potentially difficult when used in conjunction with the Sybil attack.
Hello Flood (Unidirectional) Attack
In Reference [3] , the authors introduced a novel attack against sensor networks: the Hello flood attack. It is an attack by utilizing unidirectional connection between nodes. We also refer to this attack as unidirectional attack. Many protocols require nodes to broadcast Hello packets to announce themselves to their neighbors, and a node receiving such a packet may assume that it is within (normal) radio range of the sender. This assumption may be false because of the wellknown unidirectional problem in ad hoc networks. For example, a powerful attacker (e.g., a laptop) broadcasting routing or other information with large enough transmission power could convince many sensor nodes in the network that the adversary is their neighbor. But those sensor nodes sufficiently far away from the adversary cannot send packets to the attacker directly, and they would send packets into oblivion. The network is left in a state of confusion. A node realizing the link to the adversary is false could be left with few options: all its neighbors might be attempting to forward packets to the adversary as well.
Clone Attack
In a clone attack, an attacker loads its own nodes with the keys of a compromised node, and then deploys these cloned nodes in different locations of the sensor network. These cloned nodes then try to establish pairwise keys with their neighbors. Once they are accepted by their neighbors, they can launch various insider attacks such as injecting false data packets. Consequently, an attacker might only need to compromise a few sensor nodes to bring down the entire network due to the unattended nature of a sensor network.
The Secure Cell Relay Routing Protocol
In this section, we present the SCR routing protocol. In this paper, we consider sensor networks with fixed base stations. Furthermore, for the simplicity of discussion, in the following we assume that there is only one base station in the sensor network. However, our SCR routing protocol can be applied to sensor networks with multiple base stations.
Key Management
Key management is an essential cryptographic primitive upon which other security primitives are built. Most security requirements, such as privacy, authenticity, and integrity, can be addressed by building upon a solid key management framework. In fact, a secure key management scheme is the prerequisite for the security of these primitives, and thus essential to achieving secure infrastructure in sensor networks. We design an efficient key management scheme for sensor networks as follows.
Let T init denote the time of a newly deployed sensor to discover its one-hop neighbors. We do not assume that sensor nodes are equipped with tamper-resistant hardware due to cost constraints. Assume that if an adversary compromises a node, she can extract all key material, data, and code stored on that node. However, we assume that there exists a lower bound on the time (denoted as T min ) for an adversary to compromise a node and the time T init is less than T min . In practice, the T init is in the order of several seconds, while locating and compromising a sensor usually take longer time, thus it is reasonable to assume T min > T init . We describe the details of our key management scheme in the following subsections.
Establishing individual keys
Every node has an individual key that is only shared with the base station (BS). This key is generated and pre-loaded into each node prior to its deployment. Each node has a unique ID, and the individual key K u for a node u is generated as follows:
where f is a pseudo-random function and K is a master key known only to the BS. The BS only needs to store the master key K to save the storage, and the BS can compute the individual key of a sensor node based on the sensor's ID.
Establishing pairwise keys
A globally shared key K G and the location of the BS are stored in each sensor node before sensor deployment. The BS also knows K G , which is used only for a short period T init -the initialization phase during which each sensor discover its neighbors and establish the shared pairwise keys. All sensor nodes are synchronized with the BS before deployment. The time synchronization is only needed for the short period T init . Because of the limited processing and storage capabilities, symmetric encryption is used. To provide authentication and integrity of messages, we compute a message authentication code (MAC) for each encrypted message in SCR. The following notations are used to describe the security operations.
A, B are principals such as communicating nodes. fmgK denotes that message m is encrypted with key K. MAC(K, m) is the message authentication code of message m using key K.
In the following, we will use MAC(K, *) to denote the message authentication code of the corresponding message. After deployment, each sensor node sets a timer T min , and discovers its one-hop neighbors via a three-way handshake protocol. The three-way handshake protocol establishes shared pairwise keys between two neighbor nodes, and the detail is given below.
(1) First, each sensor node broadcasts a Discovery message to its neighbors. The Discovery message includes the following fields: {node_ID, replies an Ack (acknowledge) message to node A with the following fields: fnode_ID, location of B, time_stamp, The three-way handshake is needed to avoid the unidirectional link problem/attack, for example, if B is a more powerful node such as a laptop with a larger transmission range than node A, then B can send the Hello message to A directly, but A cannot send a packet directly to B. The above Challenge-Ack mechanism avoids the unidirectional link problem/ attack. If A cannot reach B directly, then B will not know the nonce N 0 , and there is no way for B to send a valid Ack message back to A. When the timer T min expires, each sensor node destroys the globally shared key K G . Note that the same key K AB will be used for the communications between A and B.
The broadcast key (e.g., K b B ) provides support for in-network processing or data aggregation in sensor networks. Data generated by neighbor sensor nodes can be sent to one node and the data can be combined together to remove the redundancy. Furthermore, sensor nodes that are not in a local area can set up shared group keys, based on pairwise keys between neighbor nodes, and in-network processing can be conducted in a large area. We will not discuss the details in this paper.
Establishing Keys for Newly Deployed Sensor Nodes
After initial deployment, some area of a sensor network may not be covered by any sensor node due to the randomness of sensor location, for example, sensors are distributed from an airplane. Furthermore, sensor nodes are unreliable devices with limited power supply, and they may fail or run out of power over time. These factors can cause severe coverage and connectivity problems in sensor networks, and significantly degrade network performance and shorten network lifetime. To solve these problems, one solution is to deploy new sensor nodes to the field after some operation time. However, the additional deployment of sensor nodes poses challenge on security schemes. Specifically, the newly deployed nodes need to establish security keys with existing nodes. This is a non-trivial problem because of the following reasons:
(1) An existing node could have been compromised; (2) A newly deployed node could be an adversary or a legal node; (3) There is no globally shared key (as during the initial sensor deployment) between new nodes and existing nodes.
Most existing sensor network key management protocols [8] [9] [10] [11] did not consider this issue. In the following, we present an efficient scheme to verify newly deployed sensor nodes and establish pairwise keys between new nodes and existing nodes.
Since a newly deployed sensor node could be an adversary, we need to verify its identity. The idea is to utilize the BS to verify the new node. We use the example in Figure 2 to describe the scheme. For each new sensor node R, the BS calculates an individual key K R based on the master key K and the node ID R. The individual key K R is loaded in node R before its deployment. After deployed in the sensor network, node R will prove it is a legal node via the BS, and then the BS sets up pairwise keys for R and its neighbors. The detail is presented below.
(1) After deployment, node R broadcasts a Hello message (not encrypted) to all its neighbors, and R sets a timer T. (2) When each one-hop neighbor of node R receives the Hello message, it will take a small random delay, and then sends its node ID (not encrypted) to node R. The small random delay is used to avoid the collision from simultaneous transmissions. (3) When timer T expires, node R constructs a Verification message as following: ID list þ MAC(K R , ID list). The ID list includes the node IDs of R's neighbors. The timer T is set large enough such that all active neighbors can send their IDs to a new node. Then R randomly selects a neighbor (e.g., node A), and sends the Verification message via the neighbor to the BS. This reduces the probability that a compromised neighbor drops the Verification message. (4) When the BS receives the Verification message, since the BS can compute K R based on R and the master key K, the BS can verify if MAC(K R , ID list) is correct. If yes, then R is proved as a legal node. Based on the ID list, the BS will generate pairwise keys between node R and each of its neighbors (e.g., K RA ; K RC ; K RD ; . . .). The pairwise key is generated by the BS in the following way: for neighbor node A, the pairwise key
, where f is a pseudo-random function. Then the BS sends the pairwise key to each neighbor of node R. For example, for neighbor node A,
where K A is node A's individual key shared between A and the BS.
If the Verification message does not pass the check, the BS will notify neighbor nodes of R that R is an adversary. (5) If R passes the verification, the BS will also send to node R a Pass message, which include the pairwise keys generated by the BS, that is, fK RA ; K RC ; K RD ; . . .gK R , encrypted by R's individual key. After receiving the Pass message, node R and its neighbors can communicate securely by using the pairwise keys. (6) If R does not receive a Pass message within a timeout, R will randomly select another neighbor (e.g., node C), and send the Verification message via this neighbor to the BS. This scheme can defend against the attack where a compromised node (in the route from node A to the BS) drops the previous Verification message. individual key K R is revealed, it will only affect the local neighbor area of node R, that is, all the pairwise keys with node R is compromised, but it will not affect nodes in other areas, since each new node has a different individual key. Thus, the impact of compromising a new node is localized and limited.
The Secure Data Dissemination Scheme
In this Section, we present the SCR data dissemination scheme for sensor networks. SCR adopts the key management scheme in Subsection 3.1. After handshake, sensor nodes can use localization algorithms such as References [22, 23] to compute their locations. Based on the locations of a source sensor and the base station, a serial of cells that need to participate in routing are determined, these cells are in the direction from the source to the destination, and they are referred to as routing cells. Consider the network in Figure 1 , suppose the source is node S and the destination is node D, a straight line L is drawn between the geographic centers of cell 9 and cell 8.
The cells with which line L intercepts are the routing cells-10 and 7 in this example. Source node S knows the routing cells based on its location and the grid structure.
It is possible that some of the nodes in the routing cells are compromised by an adversary, or some of the routing cells are attacked by an adversary. The compromised nodes, or the adversary can initiate many attacks against SCR routing, like selective forwarding, Sybil attacks, jamming etc. To avoid or reduce the effect of such attacks, two or more backup paths are provided in SCR routing. The backup paths are determined by the source node, and the actual paths are selected with some randomness. This reduces the possibility that an adversary attacks both the routing cells and backup paths with a small investment. For example, one backup path from node S to node D in Figure 1 could be cell: 9, 10, 11, 12, and 8. When attacks on some routing cells are detected, one or more backup paths will be used to forward packets between sensor nodes and the base station.
Recall that we compute a MAC for each encrypted message in SCR to provide authentication and integrity of messages. For simplicity, in the following we do not explicitly list the MAC part of each encrypted message. The detail of SCR data dissemination scheme is presented below.
(1) Based on the locations of the source and the base station, the source sensor node S determines the routing cells. A line L is drawn between the cell centers of the source node S and the BS. (2) The line L intercepts with several cells, and these routing cells are denoted as C0, C1, C2, . . . , Ck starting from the cell of source node S. Node S knows the routing cells based on its location and the grid structure. Then node S records the routing cells in a cell_list field, which is stored in the header of the data packet. The header contains the following fields: session_id, source_id, and cell_-list. session_id plus source_id uniquely determines a data transmission session. (3) The data packet is first sent from the source node S to a node in cell C1. Contention-based mechanism is used in medium access control layer, for example, CSMA/CA or IEEE 802.11 with the request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS) mechanism enabled. First, a {RTS} K S is broadcasted to neighbor nodes, and RTS is encrypted with S's broadcast key K S . In addition to the standard fields, there is an unencrypted field: next_cell in the RTS packet. The next_cell refers to the next cell to relay the data packet. For the RTS from the source node S, the next_cell is C1. Based on the next_cell field, only the nodes in cell C1 will response to this RTS packet. Nodes in cell C1 send a {CTS} K S packet to S with a delay of t d ¼ ðtÞ=E þ t r , where t d is the delay, E is the remaining energy of the sensor, ðtÞ is a system parameter representing a decreasing function of the local time t in the sensor, and t r is a small random back-off time. The CTS is encrypted with S's broadcast key K S . It is important to encrypt the RTS and CTS packets, otherwise an adversary can generate a false RTS or CTS packet, and interfere with the transmissions. The idea is to let one of the sensors with more remaining energy to response with a CTS packet and then becomes the node that relays the data packet. The delay t d ¼ ðtÞ=E þ t r includes two parts. The first part ðtÞ=E is to ensure that a node with more remaining energy in a cell participates in routing. Since sensor networks usually have a large number of nodes. There might be several nodes with similar remaining energy E in the same cell. In order to avoid the simultaneous transmissions of CTS, a small (compared to ðtÞ=E) random back off time t r is added to the delay. ðtÞ is chosen to be large enough so that the transmission of CTS from different nodes will not overlap. But ðtÞ should not be too large which will cause large routing delay. Since the remaining energy of sensor nodes decreases with time, ðtÞ is a decreasing function of time t. This avoids long delay when there is not much energy left in the nodes. Note that local time t does not need to be synchronized. (4) Assume that node R1 is the first node that sends CTS back to node S. Other nodes in cell C1 will not send CTS when they overhear the transmission of the CTS. Then S sends the data packet: packet_ID þ {Data} K SR1 to node R1, where the data packet is encrypted with the shared secret key between S and R1, that is, K SR1 , and packet_ID (not encrypted) is a local ID assigned by node S. packet_ID is only used by S to monitor the packet transmission in the next step, that is, from R1 to the next node. Then R1 becomes the relay node in cell C1. (5) Node R1 set the next_cell as C2 and proceeds the similar way as above, and sends the packet to a node R2 in cell C2. To guarantee the delivery, each relay node is responsible for confirming that its successor has successfully received the packet. This may be implemented by the transmitter monitoring the packet just sent out to the next node and overhearing if that node has passed it on within a time period using the packet_ID field. Of course, if a link level acknowledgement is supported by the medium access control layer protocol, for example, 802.11, the above passive acknowledgement scheme is unnecessary. If a link level acknowledgement is used, link level encryption is needed for the acknowledgement. The transmitted data packet has to be kept in the buffer before its receipt has been confirmed. The acknowledgement scheme reduces the impact of channel or node error and can detect selective forwarding attack. (6) If R1 does not get any acknowledgement within a certain time period, R1 will re-transmit the data packet to a node in cell C2. At the next time, the relay node in cell C2 may be a different node other than the previous relay node. If the transmission to cell C2 fails again, a backup path will be used. (7) The process continues until the data packet reaches the base station.
In the above SCR routing protocol, there is only one node in each routing cell that receives the data packet and transmits it to the next cell. Thus SCR is also an energy efficient routing protocol. To further save energy, nodes that do not forward packet may go to sleep for a while, and then wake up, like the scheme described in Reference [4] . We will not discuss this issue in this paper. Once a source node knows the location of the base station, no route discovery is needed in SCR. So SCR has small routing latency. Also, failure of some nodes will not affect SCR, since only an active node may become a relay node.
Security Analysis
In this Section, we analyze the security features of SCR. Due to the limited storage in sensor nodes, all cryptographic primitives, that is, encryption, message authentication code, random number generator, use a single block cipher for code reuse. In the following experiments, RC4 is used as the block cipher. The security configuration is discussed in the following.
Data Confidentiality is provided by symmetric encryption (RC4).
Data Authentication allows the receiver to verify that the data really was sent by the claimed sender. In SCR routing protocol, data authentication is achieved via a symmetric mechanism: each sensor node and the BS compute a message authentication code with the individual key of the sensor. Data Integrity ensures the receiver that the received data is not altered in transit by an adversary, and it is achieved by MAC. Data Freshness ensures each message is fresh, that is, the data is recent, but not a replay of old messages from an adversary. Weak freshness is provided in SCR, which provides partial message ordering. Weak freshness is provided by including session_id and source_id (in step 2 of Subsection 3.3).
The SCR routing protocol can defend against several attacks on sensor networks. In the following, we analyze the security of SCR defending against various attacks.
Defending Against Various Routing Attacks

Defense against the Sybil attack
In Sybil attack [16] , a single node presents multiple identities to other nodes in the network.
4.1.1.1. Defense the Sybil attack as original sensor nodes. Authentication is used to ensure one node cannot pretend to be other nodes, that is, when a sensor node A sends a packet to another node B, A must present a message authentication code computed using the shared pairwise key K AB between A and B. Since the pairwise key K AB is only known by node A and node B, no adversary node can pretend to be node A. Thus, the Sybil attack does not work.
Defense against the wormhole and sinkhole attacks
In the wormhole attack [15] , an adversary tunnels messages received in one part of the network over a low-latency link and replays them in a different part. Wormhole attacks usually involve two distant malicious nodes colluding to understate their distance from each other by relaying packets along an out-ofbound channel available only to the attacker. In a sinkhole attack, the adversary's goal is to lure nearly all the traffic from a particular area through a compromised node, creating a metaphorical sinkhole with the adversary at the center.
In SCR routing, given the cell structure and the locations of the source sensor node and the base station, a serial of cells is determined as the routing cells (or backup routing cells). The packet is forwarded only by nodes in the routing cells, and will not be forwarded by nodes elsewhere. Thus, the SCR routing protocol is resistant to wormhole attack and sinkhole attack. Let us consider several attack scenarios in the following.
(1) Sinkhole Attack: One scenario is that a powerful adversary (like a laptop) has a real, high-quality route to the base station, and it broadcasts this route to its neighbors. However, the neighbor sensors will not use the advertised route, since they will only route the packets via the routing cells. Thus, this attack does not work. 
Defense against the selective forwarding attack
A selective forwarding attack on the routing protocol can be: a powerful adversary always serves as a relay node in a cell, and she can selectively forward some packets while dropping most packets. We propose the following schemes to defend this attack:
(1) Each node monitors the relay activities of its neighbor nodes. If one node serves as the relay node for more than M 1 times in a given time period T, neighbor nodes will send an alarm to the base station and other neighbor nodes. (2) If one node serves as the relay node for more than M 2 times, the upstream node, that is, the sender, will send the packet to another node in the cell, encrypted with the corresponding shared pairwise key, where M 1 , M 2 , and T are system parameters, and the proper values can be determined by simulation experiments.
Defense against the Hello flood attack
Since sensor nodes use the three-way handshake protocol to establish neighborhood relationship, the SECURE CELL RELAY ROUTING PROTOCOL 383 hello flood attack does not work. In other words, a powerful adversary node cannot lure nearby sensor nodes with the unidirectional link.
Defense against the clone attack
The adversary can compromise a node C and obtain the keys in the node, and then she can clone several nodes and load with the same keys, then distribute the cloned nodes at different locations of the sensor network. The cloned node could be either an existing sensor or a newly deployed sensor. We first discuss the case where the compromised node C is an existing sensor (i.e., initially deployed). However, a cloned node of C (say D) cannot establish pairwise keys with nodes that are not the neighbors of the compromised node C. D only has C's individual key, the pairwise keys with C's neighbors and the broadcast keys of C and C's neighbors. D cannot use the scheme in Subsection 3.2 to establish pairwise keys with its neighbors, since the BS can recognize that the individual key from D is actually node C's individual key. Thus, the cloned nodes could only have damage in the neighborhood of the compromised node C, and the security impact of a compromised node is localized. In the second case, the compromised node C is a newly deployed sensor. Recall that each new sensor needs to contact the BS to pass the verification. When the BS finds out there are two or more new sensors that have the same individual key, the BS will know that node C has been cloned, and the BS can notice all sensors that any node with ID C has been compromised.
Security Performance
We design experiments to test the security performance of SCR routing protocol. One experiment is to measure the effectiveness of SCR against selective forwarding attack. We compare the performance of single-path (SP) routing and SCR. SP routing uses the pre-determined optimum route to forward data packets, if there is one (or more) malicious node on the route conducts selective forwarding attack, then all the packets dropped by her are lost without being detected. Of course, the packet dropping may be detected in other application layers, such as the application layer.
On the other hand, when SCR is used as the routing strategy, as discussed in Subsection 4.1.3 if one sensor node forwards more than M 1 packets in a certain time period T, an alarm will be sent to the base station. Also, an upstream node only forwards packets to the same downstream node for no more than M 2 times, where M 1 , M 2 , and T are system parameters. Thus, SCR can reduce the damage from selective forwarding attack.
For SP routing, one node on the route is set as the malicious node. For SCR, one node in a routing cell is set as the malicious node, and the malicious node always responses a CTS to a RTS it hears without any delay. In the test, a constant bit rate (CBR) traffic is set up between a sensor node S and the BS with 10-hop distance. The CBR traffic sends two packets per second, and it lasts for 30 s. So there are totally 60 packets in the session. The malicious node randomly drops packets according to a probability P d . As one can imagine, the packet drop rate in SCR depends on the CBR traffic parameters and the routing parameters including M 1 , M 2 , and T. One of the test results is listed in Table I , where M 1 ¼ 20; M 2 ¼ 10, and T ¼ 30 s.
We observe that the drop rate in SP is the same as the selective drop rate P d , since in SP all packets pass the malicious node. Given the above parameters, one can calculate the drop rate in SCR. A malicious node can relay no more than 20 packets in the 30 min. So the drop rate in SCR is 20 Â P d =60 ¼ P d =3. Table I shows that SCR can significantly reduce the packet drop rate from the selective forwarding attack.
Evaluation of Routing Performance
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the SCR routing protocol through experiments. Typical sensor nodes have limited energy supply. A good secure routing protocol of sensor networks should be energy efficient. To evaluate the routing performance of SCR, we use QualNet to compare the performance of SCR with a popular sensor network routing protocol-directed diffusion (DD) [1] . The underlying medium access control protocol is 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF). The default simulation testbed has 1 base station and 300 sensor nodes randomly distributed in a 300 Â 300 m 2 area, of which 20 nodes are sources. Each simulation run lasts for 600 s, and each result is averaged over five random network topologies. A source generates one data packet per second. Each data packet is 64 bytes. The transmission range of each sensor node is 60 m. The side length of a cell is set as a ¼ R/2 ¼ 30 m. We studied the effect of different cell size on routing performance in our previous work [5] . One of the results is that R/2 is a good value for the cell size that tradeoffs the routing performance and the number of cells.
In the experiments, the energy consumption and routing overhead of SCR include those from all cryptographic primitives (encryption, MAC calculation, random number generator) in SCR. Note that DD does not use any cryptographic primitives and does not provide secure routing.
Routing Performance under Different Node Density
In this subsection, we compare the routing performance of SCR and DD when there is no attack placed on the sensor network. First we compared the delivery ratio and energy consumption for different node density. For the fixed 300 Â 300 m 2 routing area, we change the number of sensor nodes from 100 to 500 with an increment of 100. The delivery ratios under SCR and DD are plotted in Figure 3 . As we can see that the delivery ratio of both SCR and DD increases as the node density increases. When the node density increases, there are more nodes in one cell, and there are more candidates to serve as the relay node in SCR. This is why the delivery ratio under SCR increases as node density increases. In DD there are more nodes involved routing when node density increases, thus the delivery ratio of DD also increases. Figure 3 shows that SCR routing has higher delivery ratio than DD. In SCR, only an active node with more remaining energy may become the relay node, and each relay node is responsible for confirming that its successor has successfully received the packet (step 5 in Subsection 3.3), thus the delivery ratio in SCR is higher than DD.
The total energy consumptions of SCR and DD are reported in Figure 4 . The energy consumptions of both protocols grow with node density. In SCR, the main reason is that more power is dissipated for overhearing when every node has more neighbors, thus the energy consumed by SCR only increases a little bit when node density is high. However, the energy consumption of DD increases much faster than SCR, and it becomes very large when node density is high. This is because the more and more nodes are involved in disseminating 'interest' and 'gradient' of DD when node density increases.
Different Source-Base Station Distance
Figures 5 and 6 report the delivery ratio and energy consumption for different source-base station distances. The delivery ratio of SCR and DD slightly decreases for larger source-base station distance, and DD drops faster than SCR. For any source-base station distance, the delivery ratio of SCR is the higher than DD, and the reason is similar as above. The total energy consumed by SCR and DD increases as distance increases, as shown in Figure 6 . However, the increase in DD is much faster than in SCR. As the source-base station distance becomes large, more and more nodes are involved in routing in DD, and much more energy is consumed. In SCR, the number of nodes that forward data is about the same as the number of hops, so the energy consumption increases slowly in SCR.
Different Node Failure Probability
Figures 7 and 8 show the change of delivery ratio and energy consumption for different sensor node failure probabilityP n . The delivery ratios of both SCR and DD decrease as node failure probability increases. However, the decrease in SCR is much slower than DD. In SCR, each cell has several nodes that can serve as relay node and forward data packet, so the node failure has less impact on the route in SCR. Figure 7 shows that the delivery ratio of SCR is always higher than 90% when P n is less than 20%. As we can see from Figure 8 , the energy consumptions of both SCR and DD decrease as P n increases. The energy consumption of DD decreases faster than SCR, since larger P n means more nodes may fail and less nodes are involved in routing in DD. In summary, the simulation experiments show that SCR routing protocol has high delivery ratio and low energy consumption than directed diffusion, even though directed diffusion does use any security primitives.
Related Works
Several recent works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] have addressed security problems in sensor networks. Eschenauer and Gligor [11] present a key management scheme for sensor networks based on probabilistic key pre-distribution. Chan et al. [9] extend this scheme and present three mechanisms for key establishment. Liu and Ning [8] propose a key management scheme based on the key pre-distribution approach to establish pairwise keys in sensor networks.
Perrig et al. [14] present two building block security protocols optimized for use in sensor networks, SNEP, and mTESLA. SNEP provides confidentiality, authentication, and freshness between nodes and the base station, and mTESLA provides authenticated broadcast. However, their scheme uses the base station to help establish a pairwise key between two nodes, which limits its scalability and leaves it subject to Sybil attacks. In contrast, in our key management scheme, pairwise keys are established in a distributed fashion without the involvement of the base station.
Karlof et al. [17] describe TinySec, a link layer security mechanism using a single pre-loaded fixed group key for both encryption and authentication, assuming no node compromises. They also discuss the impact of different keying mechanisms on the effectiveness of in-network processing in sensor networks. Deng et al. [20] discuss several security mechanisms for supporting in-network processing in hierarchical sensor networks. In Reference [13] , Wood and Stankovic identify a number of Denial of Service attacks in sensor networks. In Reference [3] , Karlof and Wagner describe several security attacks on routing protocols for sensor networks. In Reference [19] , Ye et al. propose a statistical en-route scheme that detects false data (injected by compromised nodes) by the en-route nodes and base station with some probability. However, they did not address the secure routing of valid data in sensor networks.
Zhu et al. present a distributed key management protocol for sensor networks in Reference [10] . They also assume that there is a low bound on the time interval T min that for an adversary to compromise a sensor node, and a globally shared key is used before T min to establish pairwise keys between each sensor and its neighbors. Our key management scheme makes the same assumption. The main difference between our security schemes and other sensor network security protocols [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] are: (1) we use a three-way handshake protocol to establish neighborhood relationship between sensors, which can defend against Hello flood attack; (2) we consider security issue during the protocol design of SCR. Several security features are incorporated in SCR to defend various attacks, for example, the RTS and CTS packets are encrypted to prevent medium access control interference from an adversary; to defend against selective forwarding attack, each node can only relay packet for at most M 1 times within a time period T; (3) we design an efficient key setup scheme for sensor nodes deployed after initialization phase.
Several secure routing protocols have been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Some of the secure routing protocols are based on public key cryptography, such as References [25] [26] [27] . However, public key cryptography is too expensive for sensor nodes. Security protocols for sensors networks must rely exclusively on efficient symmetric key cryptography. There are several MANET secure routing protocols which are based on symmetric key cryptography, such as References [28] [29] [30] . However, these protocols are based on source routing or distance vector protocols and are unsuitable for sensor networks. They are too expensive in terms of node state and packet overhead and are designed to find and establish routes between any pair of nodes-which is different from the many-to-one traffic pattern dominant in sensor networks.
Routing protocols and security schemes (like key management, authentication) in sensor networks have been studied separately in the past. Although one may be able to add security features to the existing routing protocols, certain security schemes may not work efficiently or even correctly with certain routing protocols. Often the routing protocols and/or security schemes have to be modified to fit with each other, which can cause the degradation of routing performance. The best way to provide secure and efficient routing in sensor networks is to consider security during the design time of the routing protocol. We designed the SCR routing protocol in such a way.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an efficient key management scheme and a novel secure routing protocol for sensor networks-SCR routing protocol. In addition, we have presented an efficient key setup scheme for sensors deployed after initialization phase. In SCR routing protocol, the routing area is divided into cells. Based on the locations of source and base station, packets are forwarded by routing cells along the direction from source to base station. The nature of SCR routing (cell relay via routing cells) makes it resistant to spoofed routing information, selective forwarding, and sinkhole and wormhole attacks. The three-way handshake can defend against Sybil attack and Hello flood attack. In SCR routing, only an active node with more remaining energy (than other nodes) in the routing cells forwards packet, thus the energy consumption is low and the traffic load is balanced among sensors. SCR effectively reduce the impact of node failure and channel error, and provides highdelivery ratio. The security analysis has shown that SCR can defend against several sophisticated attacks. Our QualNet simulations have demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of SCR, that is, SCR has higher delivery ratio and lower energy consumption than DD.
